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In May, 1802, he was promoted to be Professor of
Chemistry in the Royal Institution,
Davy carefully prepared his public lectures, and rehearsed
the demonstrations, so that they were given with fluency
and perfection. His preliminary attention to form allowed
his natural earnestness and brilliance of manner to have
their fullest effect. He worked with extreme rapidity.
He composed his lectures in a few hours on the preceding
day. In his habit he resembled the journalist, whose best
work is usually not more than twenty-four hours old. It
enabled him to give his discourse the freshest finish. As a
public expositor his work needed the best qualities of
journalism.
The method of his public discourses was in remarkable
contrast with his conduct of research. In his laboratory he
was slovenly. He corrected his notes by sticking his finger
in the inkwell and blotting out the erroneous phrase. He
usually ran several experiments at the same time. He
passed from one to the other without obvious order and
was perfectly reckless of his apparatus. He would break
pieces of one to make some alteration in another which
occupied his attention at the moment. Paris records his
movements were so rapid that spectators thought he was
preparing for an experiment when he was obtaining the
results. "The rapid performance of intellectual operations
was a talent which displayed itself at every period of his
life." Poole wrote that the quickness and truth of his
apprehension was his most striking characteristic. "It was
a power of reasoning so rapid, when applied to any subject,
that he could hardly be himself conscious of the process;
and it must, I think, have been felt by him, as it appeared to
me, pure intuition. I used to say to him: 'You understand
me, before I half understand myself/"
Davy was a remarkable example of the popular idea of
a genius. This was one of the sources of his success.
Without him the Royal Institution would probably have
collapsed. In 1800 the subscriptions were ,£11,047, but
they fell in 1802 to ^2,999. The first subscriptions for
the Institution had naturally been the largest, and many

